Ask Deloitte About: RePurpose
Creative reuse of existing assets in higher education
What is social intrapreneurship and why is it important?

2018 is seeing seismic changes in the workforce, workplace,
and workplace technologies. Based on this year’s Global Human
Capital Trends survey of more than 11,000 business and HR
leaders, as well as interviews with executives from some of
today’s leading organizations, it’s clear that a fundamental
change is underway. Organizations are no longer assessed solely
on traditional metrics such as financial performance or quality
of products or services. Today, organizations are increasingly
judged on the basis of relationships with workers, customers,
and communities, as well as their impact on society at large—
transforming them from business enterprises to
social enterprises.

The 2018 Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends report
showcases a profound shift facing business leaders worldwide:
Rising expectations for organizations to solve social and
environmental issues. This shift reflects the growing importance
of social capital in shaping an organization’s purpose, guiding
relationships with stakeholders, and influencing ultimate success
or failure. As such, social intrapreneurship—the ability to develop
and promote practical solutions to social or environmental
challenges—is now critical for maintaining an organization’s
reputation; attracting, retaining, and engaging workers; and
cultivating customer loyalty.
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Why should higher education institutions care about
social intrapreneurship?
The higher education community is at an inflection point. Like
their counterparts in business, college and university leaders—
presidents, chancellors, provosts, finance, and technology
leaders—are facing unprecedented disruption across the
academic enterprise.
While higher education leaders fall outside the 11,000 business
and HR professionals surveyed in the 2018 Deloitte Global Human
Capital Trends report, colleges and universities are undergoing a
similar shift that makes social intrapreneurship critical
to the health of their business.
Student interests and expectations are shifting.
Eighty-seven percent of millennials believe organizations should
be measured by more than financial performance and 94 percent
of millennials want to use their skills to benefit a social cause.
As these beliefs inform the career interests of millennials and
subsequent generations, colleges and universities will need to
offer experiences that equip students with the skills and mindsets
to pursue purposeful careers.
Higher education must adapt to shifting expectations.
In today’s higher education environment, employees seek
meaningful work and stakeholders expect organizations to
deliver social and environmental value. Institutions are under
performance pressures for continual improvement and innovation,
including higher expectations for understanding and connecting
with students, collaborators, and communities. What do social
intrapreneurship concepts look like in higher education?
Many colleges and universities have used social intrapreneurship to
solve critical challenges within their organizations while providing
practical solutions to broader societal issues. These social
intrapreneurship solutions span from incremental process shifts
to fundamental shifts in how an organization engages with other
sectors. Leading organizations operate simultaneously across all
three levels.

How can higher education institutions respond
to market shifts?
Being a socially-conscious institution means investing in the broader
social ecosystem in ways that add value to your organization and
surrounding organizations in the communities in which you operate.
Educational leaders should form relationships with regulatory bodies
that shape the “rules of the road”; work collaboratively with them
to create and sustain a fair, just, and equitable marketplace; and
partner with communities and local organizations to help sustain a
steady flow of talent with the skills to pursue meaningful work in a
changing career environment.

RePurpose is Deloitte’s social intrapreneurship capability.
RePurpose enables clients to channel existing assets to
adapt to disruptions while driving a more connected
workforce and innovation on the ground, as well
as creating a shared purpose with customers and
collaborators. RePurpose enables organizations
to tap opportunities via creative reuse of assets such as
physical space, data, talent, and brand in their own
organization and other organizations or sectors.

For colleges and universities, RePurpose can reveal opportunities
to enhance student and on-campus experiences, while responding
to the pressures of an evolving higher education landscape
by fostering:

Enhanced student
and faculty
engagement

Cost reduction and
compliance

Systematic
innovation of
student experience

Community
investment to
increase local
partnerships

Brand
differentiation

New revenue
streams

Defined culture of
leadership

Prioritization of
student life cycle
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Social Intraprenuership in the Industry
Incremental
Shifts

Operational processes
Harvard University RePurposed cell phone data in Kenya to:
track the movement of nearly 15 million anonymous cell phone users
through publicly available call data and compare it with locations of rubella
cases reported during the same period, strengthening their eminence in
public health research and enabling them to more accurately predict the
spread of infectious diseases. Doing so required Harvard to rethink its core
operational processes related to types of data considered valuable for
research pursuits.
Products and services
Georgia State University RePurposed student performance data to:
analyze 2.5 million grades earned by students to determine the factors that
reduced a student’s chances of graduating and develop an early-warning
system that flagged at-risk students. The solution increased the six-year
graduation rate of racial minorities, low-income, and first-generation
students from 32 percent to 53 percent while saving GSU $12 million in
tuition related to late graduation rates.

Fundamental
shifts

How has RePurpose worked with
higher education institutions?
RePurpose can benefit a wide range of
organizations, from real estate companies
to federal agencies to colleges and
universities.
Most recently, Deloitte worked with
Georgetown University (GU) to gather
students, faculty, and administrators from
16 Georgetown offices to answer one
question: Are there opportunities to use
the University’s existing assets (physical
space, data, supply chain, operations,
talent, brand) to drive GU’s mission
and business objectives concurrently
with social and environmental impact?
RePurpose offered the following lab
experience to support GU leaders as they
identified ways to maximize their impact.

New business models and markets
University of Michigan RePurposed its research talent to:
Conduct research on technology that allows cars to “talk” to each other
via WiFi-like signals. Michigan entered a tri-sector agreement with Toyota
and the Department of Transportation (DoT) in Ann Arbor to identify how
this technology could use private, public, and social sector resources to
drive shared value. Michigan used its faculty to pioneer research on how
new technology can drive sustainable cities, while Toyota used its vehicles
to market test the technology, and DoT funded the research to support
innovation aligned to their mission.

RePurpose lab: Georgetown uses social
intrapreneurship to rethink value
Context: GU’s population of 14,000 students
and staff currently manage more than 200
purpose-driven organizations on campus.
Untapped opportunities exist to connect with
private, social, and public sectors partners in
Washington, D.C., to increase the impact of
GU’s current initiatives.
Approach: Conducted RePurpose Lab with
diverse group of GU stakeholders to:
01. Develop shared understanding of key
challenges facing GU and identify social
intrapreneurship opportunities that can
apply to GU using assets across public,
private, and social sectors
02. Conduct working sessions to identify
how to make opportunities identified in
RePurpose Lab come to life on campus.

Outcome: Using community-centric
design, RePurpose examined 100+ ideas
generated in the workshop to develop
comprehensive value propositions for
four top opportunities and held follow-on
working sessions with participants to
establish next steps for implementing
solutions on campus.
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How can RePurpose work with my organization?
RePurpose brings a tri-sector mindset to identify intrapreneurship opportunities in higher
education. Our approach challenges clients to look outside their industry, considering
private, public, and social sector resources to identify high-potential opportunities.

Contact us
Please reach out to Peter Liu for more
details on how RePurpose can work
with your organization.
Peter Liu
RePurpose Capability Leader
Phone: +1.202.834.0073
Email: peteliu@deloitte.com

RePurpose lab
Explore leading case studies
with RePurpose experts
An interactive workshop to explore
RePurpose practices from our
proprietary database and explore
the art of the possible opportunities
within your organization and
techniques to drive them forward.

Emerging leaders program
Develop tailored emerging leaders
solution to strengthen
leadership pipeline
A tailored, emerging leaders solution for
your organization to build a leadership
pipeline that addresses key talent challenges
and broader market trends while developing
leaders at all levels for mission-aligned
results.

Strategic engagement
Build the business case and pilot plan
for selected RePurpose models
An 8-10 week strategy project to:
01. Deploy an analytics tool to measure the
RePurpose opportunity at a university
02. Develop an in-depth assessment of
revenue, social return, and costs for a
specific RePurpose model for selected
university sites
03. Develop and pilot launch plan
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